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The accuracy of the pseudopotential approximation. III. A comparison
between pseudopotential and all-electron methods for Au and AuH
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The quality of the pseudopotential approximation has been tested thoroughly by calculating
spectroscopic properties of the gold atom and ground state AuH for eight different effective core
potentials using Hartree–Fock, second-order Mo” ller–Plesset and coupled cluster methods. The
pseudopotential valence basis set$w%v for Au was chosen to be identical for all pseudopotentials,
a subset of the all-electron basis set$w%v,$w%AE , and the condition was applied that all sets are of
near basis set limit quality. The pseudopotential results are compared with data obtained from
nonrelativistic, scalar relativistic Douglas–Kroll and fully relativistic four-component all-electron
calculations. The variation between the results obtained for all valence electron small-core
pseudopotentials and all electron Douglas–Kroll calculations is found to be small~for the Stuttgart
pseudopotentialDr e50.001 Å,DDe50.03 eV,Dve59 cm21, Dme50.04 D!. Sizable differences
to all electron results are only found for the 11 valence electron large-core pseudopotentials. The
effects of the basis set superposition error on spectroscopic constants were investigated. Calculated
coupled cluster electron affinities and ionization potentials for gold and spectroscopic properties for
AuH were found to be in excellent agreement with available experimental data. The variation
between the different small-core pseudopotentials for one particular spectroscopic property is shown
to be less than the error due to the incompleteness of electron correlation procedure or the basis set
and approximately of the same size as the basis set superposition error. The results show that scalar
relativistic effects for valence properties are perfectly described by the pseudopotential
approximation. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~00!30741-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the two previous papers in this series1,2 the effects of
the design of pseudopotentials on their performance, w
compared with experimental data, has been examined in
tail for thep-block element indium. The conclusions of the
studies were that a large valence region~and hence small-
core pseudopotential! was desirable for the accurate determ
nation of molecular properties. Other studies have come
the conclusion that the errors in pseudopotentials can be
than negligible.3–5 As a result the performance of the com
monly used pseudopotentials still remains somewhat un
tain, and as there are a number of research groups produ
new pseudopotentials by a variety of different fitting tec
niques an investigation of the performance of the most co
monly used pseudopotentials was felt necessary. To
opinion, however, whenever calculations revealed ‘‘serio
flaws’’ in the pseudopotential approximation a number
important issues were disregarded. For example, large-
pseudopotentials which are well know to be not sufficien
accurate were used;1 the pseudopotential fitting procedu
was not accurate enough~e.g., the number of reference stat
chosen!;6,7 scalar relativistic results were compared w

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
schwerd@ccu1.auckland.ac.nz
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fully relativistic calculations; basis sets used in the compa
son were not of similar size~this is the most common error
see for example, Ref. 5!; errors have been made in the a
electron calculations as is the case in Ref. 3; or nonlin
core corrections8 were neglected when applying densi
functional theory~DFT! based pseudopotentials.

It is now well known that relativistic effects are impo
tant in heavy element containing compounds.9,10 The most
widely used quantum chemical methods in heavy elem
chemistry is the pseudopotential approximation becaus
avoids the basis functions necessary for a description of
electronic core and for the inner nodal structure of the
lence orbitals. Reviews on the application of pseudopot
tials in heavy element chemistry have recently been given
Frenkinget al.11 and Pyykko¨ and Stoll.12

Since relativistic operators act in the near vicinity of t
nucleus where the pseudoorbitals exhibit the wrong no
behavior, one may raise the question if relativistic effects c
be described correctly within the pseudopotential approxim
tion. However, it has been pointed out that relativistic p
turbation operators have to be replaced by valence pseud
erators which correctly describe the relativistic effects in
valence space.1,13,14 Such operators also have the advanta
that they can be represented by simple linear combination
Gaussian or exponential functions thus leading to o
electron integrals which are easily implemented in currentab
il:
0 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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initio or density functional program codes. Figure 1 sho
previous correlated nonrelativistic and relativistic calcu
tions for the bond distance of AuH.15,16Whilst the relativistic
values are close to the experimental bond distance of A
(r e51.524 Å!,17 there seems to be a larger uncertainty
the bond distance at the nonrelativistic level~!!.

In our previous work we discussed the importance
choosing the correct size of the core for the pseudopote
approximation.1,2 In this paper we investigate the reliabilit
of the relativistic approach to pseudopotentials for Au a
AuH. We chose gold because scalar relativistic effects
extremely large~leading to the so-called gold maximum
the period from Cs to Rn!,9 and spin–orbit effects for gold
molecules in the electronic ground state are very small
can safely be neglected.18,19 We mention that there are nu
merous other studies on AuH,19,20 see for example Fig. 1. In
a subsequent paper in this series we will investigate the
curacy of spin–orbit coupled pseudopotentials in detail.21

In the following section we briefly review some gener
features of the effective core potential approximation. T
was felt necessary considering our discussion of the var
pseudopotentials used in this paper, but also because o
current misunderstandings of this method. In Sec. III

FIG. 1. A comparison of calculated AuH bond distances at the nonrela
istic and relativistic level of theory using a variety of different approxim
tions ~Refs. 15 and 16!. The data are ordered according to their data
publication. Only correlatedab initio or density functional calculations ar
listed. Experimental value from Ref. 17. Abbreviations used: PP, pseud
tential; MRCIS, multireference with a subsequent configuration interac
~CI! using single excitations only; DHF, Dirac–Hartree–Fock; QCISD, q
dratic configuration interaction; DK, Douglas–Kroll; ACPF, averag
coupled-pair functional; DFT, density functional theory; VWN, Vosko
Wilk–Nusair parametrization; MP2, Mo” ller–Plesset second-order; BP
Becke–Perdew parametrization; RESC, relativistic scheme by elimina
the small component; DPT, direct perturbation theory; CCSD~T!, coupled
cluster singles doubles treating the triples perturbatively; BSSE, coun
poise correction for the basis set superposition error.
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present the computational details and in Sec. IV we pres
and discuss our calculated results for Au and AuH. A co
clusion is given in the last section.

II. THE EFFECTIVE CORE POTENTIAL
APPROXIMATION

It is very convenient to introduce effective core pote
tials ~ECP! by replacing the all-electron Hamiltonian of th
system with a valence electron model HamiltonianHv for nv
valence electrons andNc cores~nuclei!,

HV52
1

2 (
i

nv

¹ i
21(

i , j

nv 1

r i j
1(

i

nv

(
a

NC

VCV
a ~r ai!

1 (
a,b

NC

VCC
ab ~r ab!, ~1!

where VCV and VCC are the corresponding ECPs for th
core–valence and core–core interactions, respectiv
Strictly speaking, the Hamiltoniancannotbe separated into a
core, valence, and mixed core-valence Hamiltonian beca
electrons are indistinguishable. ECPs are therefore in
duced at the independent particle model level~Phillips and
Kleinman 1959!.22 But even at this level of approximatio
the Pauli principle between the core and valence electr
must still be satisfied, and~in contrast to the Hartree produc!
the Slater determinant is not separable into a simple prod
of core and valence Slater determinants. The general
Phillips–Kleinman equation still couples valence and co
orbitals and the term ‘‘core–valence separation’’ has to be
understood in this context. Similar arguments apply
Kohn–Sham density functional theory23 where the density
cannot be separated into a valence and a core part. We
to several important articles concerning these fundame
issues.24

The different approximations toVCV and VCC will be
discussed in the following. The general form of all effecti
core potentials~ECP!, i.e., pseudopotentals~PP! as well as
~ab initio! model potentials~MP! is

VCV~r ai!.2
Qa

r ia
1VCV

a ~r ai!

and ~2!

VCC~r ab!.2
QaQb

r ab
1VCC

ab ~r ab!.

Qa is the charge of corea (Qa5Za2nc
a), wherenc

a is the
number of core electrons at atoma, i.e., if there is no ECP on
centera we haveQa5Za , Za being the nuclear charge o
atoma. For a small-core ECP of gold with 19 valence ele
trons describing the 5s, 5p, 5d, and 6s electrons we obtain
QAu519. There are a number of different approximatio
and techniques for obtaining ECPs forVCV andVCC .

Concerning first the second term in Eq.~2! we can as-
sume thatVCC

ab (r ab)5const. forr .r min , r min being roughly
the distance where the two cores start to overlap. In ot
words, ECPs shouldnot be applied in regionsr ,r min unless
core–core overlap and core–polarization corrections are
plied. Almost all ECPs published so far do not include su
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corrections and there are only a few articles concerned w
core–core repulsion corrections, used especially for la
core ECPs.25–27 The size of this term at smaller bond di
tances is one reason for the preference of small-core EC
For example, a one-valence electron pseudopotential for
~@Pt#-core! leads to bond distances for AuH and Au2 which
are 0.34 Å and 0.83 Å~!! too short because of the neglect
core-overlap effects.28

The first term in Eq.~2! includes the well known ECP
(VPP or VMP) and corrections to core–valence correlati
and core–polarization effects (VPol). The latter effects are
either neglected in the ECP approximation or taken into
count by a core polarization potential,25,29

VPol
a ~r ai!.2 1

2aa
Dfa

2 ~3!

leading to corrections in the one- and two-electron integ
part which substantially increases the computer time.aD is
the dipole polarizability of corea andfa is the field at corea
produced by all other surrounding charges~electrons and
cores!. Higher order pole corrections can be added as we30

The r 24 dependence of thefa
2 term

fa5
rai

r ai
3 g~r ai!1 (

bÞa

NC

Qb

Rab

Rab
3 ~4!

needs the introduction of a cut-off functiong leading to quite
complicated one-electron integrals,31 as implemented, for ex
ample, in the program packageMOLPRO.32 If a sufficiently
small core is chosen core–polarization and core–vale
correlation effects can safely be neglected. For exampl
one-valence electron pseudopotential for Au leads to dis
ciation energies for AuH which is 0.6 eV too small becau
of the neglect of core–polarization and core–valence co
lation effects. It is now clear that the effects ofVCC andVPol

to molecular properties can only be neglected if a small c
definition for the ECP is chosen. For Au a one-valence e
tron pseudopotential is clearly not a good choice and it w
be seen in the next section if the choice of 11 valence e
trons for Au (5d106s1) is sufficient for the treatment o
AuH.

For the choice ofVCV
a (r ai) for atom a we distinguish

between~ab initio! model potentials~MP! of Hyzinaga and
co-workers,33 which retain the inner nodal structure of th
valence orbital, and pseudopotentials using nodeless val
orbitals ~also called pseudo-orbitals!.34 Both ECP approxi-
mations are closely connected to the more general Philli
Kleinman potential.22,35 In this paper we are only concerne
with PPs. For a general introduction to the less widely u
MP method, which is for example implemented in t
MOLCAS4 program package,36 and its relativistic extension
see Ref. 37. A comparison between PPs and MPs are g
in Ref. 38. However, we mention that relativistic perturb
tion operators can in principle be directly used in the M
procedure since the orbitals retain their inner nodal struct

We may choose the following local form for a PP
atoma,

VPP
a ~r ai!. (

n51

Nfit

cngn~r ai!, ~5!
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where the interaction with the core is modeled by a line
combination ofNfit fit functions. The pseudopotentialVPP

a ~5!
can be extended from a local to a semilocal or even nonlo
form as we shall see. There are various fitting techniques
Eq. ~5! and its extensions. The fit functionsgn are usually
chosen as Gaussian functions for the purpose of straight
ward integral evaluation.39 It is clear the semi- or nonloca
approximations allow for more flexibility in the adjustme
procedure compared to local PPs. There is, however, ano
reason for not choosing local PPs. Consider a system w
only one valence electron. The radial valence Hamiltonian

HV
~ l !52

1

2

]2

]r 22
Q

r
1VPP~r !1

l ~ l 11!

2r 2 , ~6!

whereVPP(r ) is a local PP. Considering two different ang
lar symmetriesl and l 85 l 11 we can write

HV
~ l 11!2HV

~ l !5
l 11

r 2 . ~7!

Since the operator on the right-hand side of Eq.~7! is posi-
tive we obtain the inequality for the eigenvalues,

e i
~ l 11!5$ f i

~ l 11!uHV
~ l 11!u f i

~ l 11!&

>^ f i
~ l 11!uHV

~ l !u f i
~ l 11!&

>^ f i
~ l !uHV

~ l !u f i
~ l !&5e i

~ l ! ~8!

with the eigenfunctionsf i
( l ) to HV

( l ) . The first inequality fol-
lows directly from Eq.~7! whilst the second inequality fol-
lows from the variational principle. Equation~8! implies that
within a fixed principal quantum number for a pseudov
lence system a local approximation cannot alter the seque
in the angular momentum symmetries, i.e., we always ob
es<ep<ed< . . . for the lowest eigenstates of each symm
try. To illustrate this we consider the Ca1 4s→3d first va-
lence excitation energy~13 650 cm21) which is below the
4s→4p ~25 192 cm21) second valence excitation energy.40

This situation cannot correctly be described by a two vale
electron local PP. The proof outlined here only holds
one-valence electron systems but similar difficulties are
tained for the multielectron case.41 One should therefore
choosel-dependent~semilocal! PPs.

Semilocal PPs are most widely used and chosen in
following form for atoma,

VPP
a ~r ai!. (

n51

NL

An
ar

ai

mn
a

e2an
ar ai

2
1 (

l 50

Lmax

(
n51

NSL

Bln
a r

ai

mln
a

e2b ln
a r ai

2
Pa,l

~9!

with the operator

Pa,l5 (
ml52 l

1 l

ualml&^alml u ~10!

projecting onto the Hilbert subspace of angular momentul
with respect to atoma; and in Eq.~9! m is an integer with
m>22. It is a matter of choice if a local part@first term in
Eq. ~9!# is included in the PP or not. The summation in t
semilocal part@second term in Eq.~9!# is often carried out to
Lmax5max$lcore%, the maximum angular momentum found
the core orbital space.42 For the accuracy of the PP, howeve
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it is often necessary to sum up toLmax.max$lcore%. This is
especially the case if large-core PPs are used or if the l
part in Eq.~9! is neglected.

The following fit procedures are currently in use whi
distinguishes the different types of PPs:

~a! Energy consistent pseudopotentials~ECPP!. Here the
PP parameters in Eq.~9! are adjusted to the spectrum of
specific atoma. This technique is used extensively by th
Stuttgart group43 where a least-squares fit to numerically o
tained ionization potentials, electron affinities, and excitat
energiesDEi

AE for the neutral and various charged ions
atoma is carried out,

(
i

~DEi
AE2DEi

PP!25min. ~11!

In most cases only up to two Gaussians (NSL52) per angu-
lar symmetryl are required for this fitting technique. Refe
ence energies are either taken from nonrelativistic
electron ~AE! numerical HF calculations yielding
nonrelativistic pseudopotentials~NRPP! or from all-electron
numerical relativistic procedures yielding scalar~or aver-
aged! relativistic pseudopotentials~ARPP! if spin–orbit
splitting is neglected. Deviations from the reference sp
trum are usually in the order of 0.1 eV or less for the imp
tant valence space if small-core PP are used.

~b! Shape consistent pseudopotentials~SCPP!. In this
case the parameters in Eq.~9! are adjusted in such a way th
the valence orbitals of each symmetry are reproduced ab
a certain cut-off radiusRc . There are different techniques t
achieve this. Hay, Wadt, and Christiansenet al. modify the
all-electron wave function in the core region to becom
nodeless. The pseudopotential HF equations are then us
reproduce these nodeless pseudoorbitals by adjusting th
rameters in Eq.~9!. This requires inversion of the Fock equ
tion. The disadvantage of this procedure is that the invers
of the Fock equation producesl-dependent pseudopotentia
which require a larger number of Gaussian in the fit pro
dure. This is avoided in a technique first applied by the T
louse group44 and later used by Stevens, Basch, Krauss,
co-workers. Here the 2-normiOi2 of the following operator
is minimized:

O5 ẽnuw̃n&^w̃nu2enuwn&^wnu. ~12!

The so-called norm-conserving pseudopotential~NCPP! is a
variant of the shape consistent PP developed by Bach
Schlüter, and co-workers.45

Our previous work showed that energy adjusted PPs
to accurate ionization potentials and excitation energies
reproduce the pseudo-orbitals extremely well in regionsR
.Rc , whilst shape consistent pseudopotentials can dev
from all-electron energies by 0.2 eV or more.1,2 Therefore,
Maron and Teichteil very recently explored a multireferen
fitting procedure for SCPPs which significantly improves t
spectrum of an atom.13

A different version of a semilocal PP derived from th
normconserving fitting technique has been introduced
Titov, which he terms generalized pseudopotentials.46 In this
case the orbital space is divided into a core part, an o
core part and a valence part. Very recently Titovet al. dem-
al
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onstrated that he can reproduce the valence spectrum o
Hg atom by one order of magnitude more accurate compa
to the common semilocal PPs.47 If this provides a consider-
able improvement compared to small-core energy consis
or multi-configurational shape consistent PPs for molecu
has to be seen.48

Nonlocal PPs are only used in the context of improv
integral evaluation, i.e., semilocal PPs can be transforme
a linear combination of Gaussian type nonlocal operat
which reduces matrix elements to a simple linear combi
tion of overlap integrals~as in the case for MPs!.49

We finally address the problem of electron correlation
pseudopotential theory. Consider a two-electron, two orb
system with double substitution only. We obtain for the ele
tron correlation energy,

Ecor5a1De2~~a1De!21KHL
2 !1/2, ~13!

with De5eL2eH , a5(JHH1JLL)/222JHL1KHL . H and
L denotes the HOMO and LUMO, respectively. Taylor e
pansion in Eq.~13! leads to the following dominant term:

Ecor52KHL
2 ~2~a1De!!21. ~14!

If we adjust the pseudopotential in such a way thatDe(PP)
5De(AE) we see that the difference between the a
electron and pseudopotential electron correlation is critica
dependent on the HOMO-LUMO exchangeKHL . Indeed,
both Teichteilet al.50 and Pittel and Schwarz51 found that
KHL(PP).KHL(AE) by up to 10% due to the nodeless stru
ture of the pseudo-orbitals. This leads to an overestima
of the electron correlation contribution. A recent study
Dolg supports this argument.52 We note that accurately ad
justed small core pseudopotentials may reduce this d
ciency significantly and the simple model@Eq. ~14!# may not
be applied for many-electron systems or for differences
energies.

III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The Hartree–Fock~HF!, Mo” ller–Plesset second-orde
~MP2!, coupled cluster singles-doubles~CCSD! and CCSD
including triples perturbatively~CCSD~T!! methods using
seven different scalar relativistic pseudopotentials were
ployed to calculate the spectroscopic properties of Au, Au1,
and AuH. The pseudopotentials commonly used inab initio
and density functional calculations are listed in Table I.
addition we carried out nonrelativistic HF, scalar relativis
Douglas–Kroll ~DK! HF ~Ref. 53! and four-component
Dirac–Hartree–Fock~DHF! all electron calculations as we
as correlated calculations with these wave functions as
erences. For the all-electron calculations the uncontrac
25s23p14d10f basis set of Laerdahlet al.54 was used for
gold with the modifications notes in Ref. 18. For the P
calculations a subset of the all-electron basis set was
ployed for gold. It was generated by removing the high
exponent functions of the all-electron basis set to give
uncontracted 11s10p7d5 f basis set. The high exponen
functions left out in the PP calculations change the total
ergy by less than 1023 a.u. and do not alter noticeably ou
calculated atomic and molecular properties. For hydroge
Dunning augmented triple-zeta basis set without the diffuf
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function was used; uncontracted for all calculations. T
GAUSSIAN98 ~Ref. 55! andMOLCAS4 ~Ref. 36! packages were
used for all one-component calculations while theDIRAC

~Ref. 56! program suite was used for all four-compone
calculations. The same active space was kept for all the
related calculations and included all 20 valence electrons
all virtual orbitals up to 100 a.u. unless stated otherwise.
note that in the relativistic all-electron calculations thef
shell lies energetically above the 5s shell and~if not men-
tioned otherwise! was not included in the active space. T
counterpoise correction57 was applied in order to correct th
results for the basis set superposition error~BSSE! at various
levels of approximation.

At the PP and DK level a 13 point potential energy cur
was produced around the pre-optimized equilibrium geo

TABLE I. Pseudopotential references and description.a

Abbreviation Description of the pseudopotential Re

Sta19 ECPP Schwerdtfegeret al. ~DHF! 16
Stb19 ECPP Andraeet al. ~WB! 63
SK19 SCPP Stevenset al. ~DHF! 64
CE19 SCPP Christiansenet al. ~DHF! 65
HW19 SCPP Hay and Wadt~CG! 6
CE11 SCPP Christiansenet al. ~DHF! 65
HW11 SCPP Hay and Wadt~CG! 6
NRSt19 ECPP Schwerdtfegeret al. ~NR! 16

aThe number in the first column denotes the number of valence electron
the particular core definition. EC denotes energy consistent and SC s
consistent pseudopotential. The different relativistic approximations use
the fit procedure were spin–orbit averaged Dirac–Hartree–Fock~DHF!,
Wood–Boring~WB! ~Ref. 66! and Cowan–Griffin~CG! ~Ref. 67!. NR de-
notes the nonrelativistic approximation.
e

t
r-

nd
e

-

etry of AuH. A rotational-vibrational analysis was then ca
ried out using the Numerov–Cooley procedure as imp
mented inMOLCAS4.36 The expense of the DHF calculation
~approximately an order of magnitude higher than the D
calculations! precluded the calculation of a more accura
potential energy surface. Instead the force constant (ke), dis-
sociation energy (De), and equilibrium geometry (r e) were
calculated by a quadratic fit to three points at exactlyr 5r e

and r 5r 360.01 Å.
Polarizabilities were calculated for Au and Au1 using

the finite field method with point charges of65, 610, and
620 a.u. placed at6100 a.u. from the atomic center. Th
technique allows the efficient calculation of CCSD~T! polar-
izabilities.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The calculated atomic properties for a variety of PPs
comparison with all-electron results are given in Table
We note that our all-electron DK and DHF CCSD~T! ioniza-
tion potentials~IP! and electron affinities~EA! are in excel-
lent agreement with the more precise Fock-space CC
DHF plus Breit correction results of Eliavet al.58 At the HF
level all PPs yield results in excellent agreement with
all-electron IPs and EAs for Au even for the large core P
For the energy adjusted PPs this is of course expected.1 At
the correlated level we obtain a similar picture perhaps w
the exception of the HW 11 PP. Compared to the all-elect
DK or fully relativistic DHF results we cannot detect signifi
cant overestimation of electron correlation effects by
pseudopotential method for either the IP or EA of gold.

for
pe
in
TABLE II. Polarizabilities (aD), electron affinities~EA!, and ionization potentials~IP! for gold and the gold cation.a

HF CCSD CCSD~T!
IP EA aD (Au1) aD ~Au! IP EA aD (Au1) aD ~Au! IP EA aD (Au1) aD ~Au!

Exp 9.23 2.31
DHF-limit 7.67 0.67
AE/DHF 7.69 0.67 11.8 47.3 9.05e 2.08e 12.7e 36.8e

AE/DK 7.63 0.64 11.7 47.8 8.96d 2.03d 12.5d 37.1d 9.09d 2.21d 12.8d 36.1d

9.02c 2.06c 12.6c 35.8c 9.13c 2.23c 12.9c 34.8c

8.90b 1.99b 12.3b 37.6b 8.99b 2.14b 12.6b 36.8b

Sta19 7.69 0.62 11.6 49.0 9.03 2.05 12.5 36.4 9.13 2.22 12.7 35.5
Stb19 7.69 0.62 11.8 49.3 9.03 2.06 12.8 36.5 9.14 2.23 12.8 35.6
CE19 7.71 0.63 11.8 49.1 9.07 2.08 12.6 36.4 9.18 2.26 12.9 35.4
SK19 7.65 0.61 11.9 50.3 8.99 2.05 12.8 37.2 9.11 2.23 13.0 36.1
HW19 7.82 0.68 11.9 47.3 9.19 2.15 12.8 35.5 9.31 2.34 13.1 34.6
CE11 7.74 0.65 11.8 51.1 8.95 2.04 12.0 36.2 9.02 2.16 12.2 35.5
HW11 7.60 0.59 11.5 53.0 8.77 1.94 11.8 37.4 8.83 2.05 12.0 36.7
AE/NR 5.93 0.08 10.2 108.4 6.92d 1.04d 10.9d 68.2d 7.01d 1.15d 11.0d 63.8d

6.93e 1.04e 10.9e 68.0e 7.02e 1.16e 11.1e 63.8e

6.95c 1.05c 10.9c 67.3c 7.04c 1.16c 11.1c 63.2c

6.86b 1.01b 10.6b 70.4b 7.08b 1.11b 10.8b 66.4b

NRSt19 5.94 0.08 10.2 108.0 6.95 1.05 11.0 67.7 7.04 1.16 11.1 63.3
HF-limit 5.92 0.10

aaD in a.u., IP and EA in eV. HF and DHF limits results from Ref. 28. For all pseudopotential calculations the active occupied orbital space is (5s5p5d5s)
for the CCSD and CCSD~T! procedure.

Active occupied orbital spaces in the all-electron procedures:
b(5d6s);
c(5p5d6s);
d(4f 5s5p5d6s);
e(5s5p5d6s).
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TABLE III. Spectroscopic constants for AuH at the HF level using various all-electron and pseudopotential methods.a

DHF DK Sta19 Stb19 SK19 CE19 HW19 CE11 HW11 NRSt19 AENR

r e 1.570 1.576 1.574 1.575 1.579 1.570 1.561 1.592 1.626 1.829 1
De 1.793 1.736 1.695 1.702 1.691 1.720 1.772 1.660 1.425 1.077 1
ve 2095 2062 2068 2071 2064 2088 2130 2024 1897 1481 1475
vexe 232.3 236.8 237.1 236.8 237.1 238.0 233.6 230.2 224.7 222.2
Be 6.772 6.776 6.768 6.739 6.815 6.892 6.625 6.352 5.022 5.
ae 0.196 0.186 0.185 0.185 0.187 0.191 0.164 0.147 0.122 0.
Ce 2.89 2.96 2.94 2.92 2.95 2.92 2.90 2.92 2.14 2.3
me 2.55 2.62 2.57 2.58 2.62 2.56 2.42 2.68 2.82 4.89 4.9

aThe Dunham notation is used. Equilibrium bond distancesr e in Å, dissociation energiesDe in eV ~not corrected for zero-point vibrational contributions!,
vibrational frequenciesve , anharmonicity constantsvexe , rotational constantsBe , and rotational-vibrational coupling constantae in cm21, and centrifugal
distortion constantCe in 1024 cm21, dipole momentsme in Debye.
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The static dipole polarizability of atoms and ions is
property that is sensitive to the accuracy of the wave fu
tion in the valence region59,60 and is therefore ideal to dem
onstrate the accuracy of the pseudopotential approxima
at the atomic level. As shown in Table II the variation in a
the sets of data are relatively small for all small-core PPs
the data are in good agreement with the more extensive
electron calculations. Perhaps the only exception is
HW19 PP, where the polarizability for neutral gold is unde
estimated by'2% at the CCSD~T! level while the HW11 PP
overestimates the polarizability by approximately the sa
amount. A comparison with the other pseudopotent
points to deficiencies in the fitting procedure. The relativis
results for the other pseudopotentials show no signific
deviations from the AE data and are of similar qual
compared to the nonrelativistic results, thus supporting
idea that relativistic effects can safely be incorpora
into the pseudopotential approximation without any ma
difficulties.

We mention that the change in the polarizability due
electron correlation, relativistic effects or change in the ty
of pseudopotential applied is inversely proportional to
change in the ionization potential. This relationship betwe
the polarizability and the ionization potential has previou
been pointed out.59,61Hence, if the ionization potential is to
low the polarizability is too high as in the case of HW11 P
This may lead to an overestimation of dispersion interacti
in weakly interacting systems. Hence, it is important th
ionization potentials~and excitation energies! are correctly
obtained in the pseudopotential fit procedure as this is c
for the ECPPs.
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At both the all-electron relativistic DK and nonrelativis
tic level of theory we explored electron correlation contrib
tions coming from different subspaces of the (4f 5s5p5d)
core of gold. The results are shown in Table II. The d
clearly show that an accurate polarizability for neutral Au
only obtained if correlation from the (5s5p) core is in-
cluded, especially at the relativistic level. For example, b
the ionization potential and the electron affinity of Au a
underestimated if the (5s5p) electrons are not explicitely
correlated which reflects the situation in the 11 valence e
tron PPs. Thus the use of large core PPs for gold will not
a good choice unless core–polarization and core–vale
correlation is included in the form of for example Eq.~3!.
The latter choice, however, may still not be sufficient b
cause the (5s5p) orbitals considerably overlap with th
(5d6s) orbitals.

The question remains if pseudopotentials can succ
fully be transferred from the atomic to the molecular lev
The spectroscopic constants for AuH calculated for the in
vidual pseudopotentials and all-electron methods at the
and MP2 levels are compared in Tables III and IV. T
maximum and minimum deviations are shown in Table
The coupled cluster calculations for both the NR and R S
tgart PPs are shown in Table VI and compared with exp
mental data.

The maximum absolute deviation of the 19 valence el
tron PPs from the DK results is at the SCF/MP2 level 0.0
0.014, 0.045/0.273, 68/70, and 0.20/0.20 forr e , De , ve ,
andme , respectively. The same data for the DK compared
the DHF result is 0.006/0.002, 0.06/0.17, 33/4, and 0.
0.04. For the maximum absolute deviation of uncorrec
.694

.955

861
157
9
3

TABLE IV. Spectroscopic contants for AuH at the MP2 level using various all-electron and pseudopotential methods.a

DHF DK Sta19 Stb19 SK19 CE19 HW19 CE11 HW11 NRSt19 AENR

r e 1.484 1.486 1.479 1.480 1.484 1.477 1.472 1.519 1.547 1.689 1
De 3.208 3.034 3.137 3.161 3.144 3.193 3.307 2.520 2.450 1.955 1
ve 2521 2517 2522 2523 2518 2542 2587 2303 2156 1726 1716
vexe 48.4 44.7 44.6 44.5 44.5 44.7 40.7 37.1 30.0 27.1
Be 7.624 7.678 7.669 7.634 7.707 7.757 7.280 7.016 5.885 5.
ae 0.213 0.214 0.213 0.212 0.214 0.212 0.194 0.183 0.144 0.
Ce 2.81 2.85 2.83 2.81 2.83 2.78 2.94 3.02 2.82 2.6
me 1.03 1.07 1.01 1.01 1.04 0.99 0.87 1.08 1.20 3.40 3.4

aThe Dunham notation is used~see Table III for details!.
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TABLE V. Maximum and minimum deviations in spectroscopic constants from the all-electron DK resu
AuH at the HF and MP2 level.a

HF MP2
19VEPP 11VEPP Sta19 NRSt19 19VEPP 11VEPP Sta19 NRSt

r e 20.015 10.050 20.002 20.001 20.014 10.061 20.007 20.005
20.001 10.016 20.002 10.033

De 20.045 20.311 20.041 20.019 10.273 20.584 10.103 0.000
20.016 20.076 10.103 20.514

ve 168 2165 14 16 170 2361 15 110
12 238 11 2214

me 20.20 10.20 20.05 20.02 20.20 10.13 20.06 20.03
0.00 10.13 20.03 10.01

aThe Dunham notation is used~see Table III for details!. 19 VEPP: chosen from the set of all 19 valen
electron PPs; 11 VEPP: chosen from CE11 and HW11. The Sta19 and NRSt19 deviations from all-e
results are listed as well.
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compared to the corrected BSSE CCSD~T! level results we
have 0.017, 0.101, 70 forr e , De , andve . From this we get
the following important information:

~i! Scalar relativistic PPs show the same behavior as
PPs~compare between the deviations of Sta19 and NRSt!.
The minute larger deviations between the two relativis
procedures~DK and ARPP! compared to the nonrelativisti
values for some properties can easily originate from the
ferent definition of the scalar relativistic operator used, i
J-averaging energies, densities, orbitals or using trunca
scalar relativistic operators will lead to different results.

~ii ! The deviations at the correlated level are not sign
cantly larger compared to the deviations at the HF level
cept perhaps for the AuH dissociation energy. 19 vale
electron PPs overestimate correlation effects for the disso
tion energy but this effect is relatively small~'0.1 eV for
Sta19! compared to basis set incompleteness, basis set su
position errors~see below! or insufficient treatment of elec
tron correlation.

~iii ! The 11 valence electron PPs give inferior results a
show large errors in many properties, especially the disso
tion energy which is severely underestimated due to the
glect of core–valence correlation and core–polarization
fects. As mentioned before, the (5s5p) and (5d6s) charge
distributions are not well separated. Furthermore, a pseu

TABLE VI. Spectroscopic constants for AuH at the CCSD~T! level using
the Stuttgart pseudopotential.a

Sta19 NRSt19
expt. 1BSSE 1BSSE

r e 1.524 1.510 1.527 1.730 1.747
De 3.08 3.230 3.124 2.157 2.086
ve 2305 2328 2306 1594 1575
vexe 43.1 44.9 45.6 34.6 30.3
Be 7.240 7.342 7.237 5.576 5.532
ae 0.214 0.214 0.208 0.165 0.146
Ce 2.790 2.915 2.826 2.843 2.693
me ••• 1.017 ••• 3.368 •••

aThe Dunham notation is used~see Table III for details!. Experimental data
was taken from Huber and Herzberg~Ref. 17!. The dissociation energy
(De) is not corrected for zero-point vibrational energy contributio
~ZPVE!, i.e., the ZPVE was subtracted from the experimental dissocia
energy ofD053.22 eV.1BSSE denotes that the basis set superposi
error has been incorporated using the counterpoise method~Ref. 57!.
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orbital transformation for the 6s orbital leads to large
changes in the inner part of the density where one still
pects large overlap with the 5d orbital leading to errors in
the 6s– 5d interaction at both the SCF and correlated lev

BSSE effects change the bond lengths to values close
the experimentally determined result. The results clea
show that when large basis sets and high-level correla
techniques, such as CCSD~T!, are combined it is possible to
achieve near-experimental accuracy using the pseudopo
tial approximation. Further accuracy will be achieved ifg or
higher momentum functions are included in the basis se62

The comparison of DHF, DK, and PP methods prov
that for AuH spin–orbit effects are minor, as there is
significant difference between the 4-component and sc
relativistic DK calculations except for the dissociation e
ergy at the MP2 level. Leeet al. showed that spin–orbi
coupling is estimated to contribute,0.001 Å to r e , ,7
cm21 to ve , and ,0.03 eV to De for AuH.19 Spin–orbit
coupling effects in pseudopotential theory is the subject o
subsequent paper in this series.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The variation between the scalar relativistic all electr
and pseudopotential calculations is too small to be regar
as significant. Our results demonstrate that pseudopoten
are capable of yielding results which are not significan
different to all-electron calculations. It is also apparent th
the correct choice of the core size is important. The la
core ~11 VE! pseudopotentials show sizeable differenc
when compared with the AE and 19 VE PP results. W
therefore conclude that the relativistic pseudopoten
method is an accurate, reliable and very efficient alterna
to more computer intensive all-electron relativistic metho
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